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Members of The Kimberley Process (KP)
Visit The Diamond District

T

he Kimberley Process (KP) is a joint governments, industry and civil society initiative to stem the flow of conflict diamonds – rough
diamonds used by rebel movements to finance wars against legitimate governments. The 47th Street BID played host to members
of the KP and gave them a behind the scenes tour which included visiting a diamond cutter, a gold smelter and a number of retailers. “I
was amazed to learn that the Diamond District was home to numerous precious metal smelters and diamond and jewelry manufacturing
shops,” said Vanessa Yorke, Attorney Advisor at the U.S. Department of State. “We have a program at the State Department where we host
business and civic leaders from around the world. I will make sure the Diamond District will be included in our visitor’s future itinerary.”

Valentine’s Day Around the World

V

alentine’s Day is a Major Shopping
Holiday for the merchants of the
Diamond District. Here is Information
about how this special day is celebrated
around the world.
England
It was an old tradition in England that
woman on the eve on Valentine’s Day,
would place on their pillows five bay leaves
— locating one at each corner and one in
the center. This was supposed to bring to
them dreams of their future husbands.
In Norfolk, there is a mythical character,
Jack Valentine who behaves as a Santa of

sorts for Valentine’s Day. Children wait
up for his arrival because he always leaves
small gifts and candy.
Denmark
Valentine’s Day has only been celebrated
in Denmark, since the early 1990’s. It has
embraced the February 14th holiday with
its own version of gift giving appropriate
for a country inundated by snow for much
of the year. Rather than gifts of jewelry,
candy and flowers as are commonly given in America, Danes exchange pressed
white flowers called snowdrops. Danes
also exchange “lover’s cards” – which were

originally transparent and had a picture
of the card giver presenting a gift to his
sweetheart. Now the term is used for any
card exchanged on Valentine’s Day.
On February 14th, men also traditionally give women gaekkebrev, — which is
a “joking letter” consisting of a rhyme or
funny poem inscribed on intricately cut
paper and signed with anonymous dots. If
the female who receives the gaekkebrev can
correctly guess the sender, she earns herself
an Easter egg delivered later in the year.
South Korea
Gift giving in Korea for Valentine’s Day
Continued on page 11

Dear Diamond District Community:
Please tune into: WPIX Chanel 11 News on February 13th
at 8:30 AM to see a piece promoting shopping on 47th Street for
Valentine’s Day Gifts.
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Legislative Update

Legislative Review
for 2016
Below are NY State laws acted upon in the 2016 legislation session that might
have relevance to the members of the Diamond District Community.
Interstate Voter Compact (Chapter 421 of the Laws of 2016; A.6044 Dinowitz / S.5478
Griffo): Currently, an insufficient number of states have passed legislation to enter into and
activate the National Popular Vote Interstate Compact, which would require the member
states to award all of their electoral votes to the presidential candidate who won the overall
popular vote. This has delayed the ratification and implementation of the compact. This
law extends the expiration of New York State’s authorization to enter into the compact,
which provides additional time for other states to pass authorizing legislation. This law
was signed by the Governor on November 7, 2016 and took effect immediately.
Lauren’s Law (Chapter 174 of the Laws of 2016; A.8594 Ortiz / S.6228 Carlucci): This
law would extend Lauren’s Law, which requires applicants for driver’s licenses or renewals
to make an affirmative choice regarding whether to register their consent to be an organ
donor in the New York State Donate Life Registry. This law was signed by the Governor
on July 21, 2016 and took effect on that date.
Funding for Rehabilitation of Foreclosed and Vacant Properties (Chapter 72 of the
Laws of 2016; A.10730 Rules / S.8141 Savino): This law creates the New York State
Community Restoration Fund, which will be administered by the State of New York
Mortgage Agency. This fund will provide resources to rehabilitate distressed properties,
demolish dilapidated housing, and to fund rehabilitation efforts by not-for-profit and
for-profit affordable housing developers. This law was signed by the Governor on June
23, 2016 and took effect on that date.
Single Employee Unemployment Insurance Exemption (Veto Memo 234 of the Laws of
2016; A.4910-A Perry / S.613-A Boyle): This bill would have eliminated the requirement
that business owners with one employee, who is the owner, must pay for unemployment
insurance and file quarterly unemployment insurance tax returns. Currently, business
owners with one employee, who is the owner, are not eligible to collect unemployment
insurance benefits, but must still pay for unemployment insurance. This bill was vetoed
by the Governor on November 28, 2016.
Contributions to College Saving Accounts (Chapter 454 of the Laws of 2016; A.9118
Buchwald / S.6942 Croci): This law allows taxpayers to deposit a portion of their personal
income tax refund directly to an account maintained under the New York State College
Choice College Savings Program. This law was signed by the Governor on November 28,
2016 and took effect on January 1, 2017.
Organ Donation and Health Benefit Exchange (Chapter 40 of the Laws of 2016;
A.9667-A Gunther / S.6952-A Hannon): This law requires the Department of Health to
include the opportunity to register an organ, eye or tissue donor as part of the applications
for coverage on the New York State Health Insurance Exchange. This law was signed by
the Governor on May 25, 2016, and will take effect on January 1, 2017.
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Case of Gold Price
Fixing Settled by
Deutsche Bank

D

eutche Bank has agreed to pay $60 million as a
settlement in a class action lawsuit which contended that the bank along with four other financial
institutions; Bank of Nova Scotia, Société Générale,
Barclays Bank, and HSBC Bank, conspired to fix the
price of gold. The settlement does not apply to the
other accused of wrongdoing in the lawsuit.
The lawsuit was originally filed in 2014 and sought
to change the almost 100 year old practice in which
the five banks created a cartel by their twice daily
“gold price fix” which according to the suit created
“an artificial and manipulated market.” In making
the payment Deutche Bank denied any wrongdoing.
This past October Deutche Bank agreed to a payment
of $38 million to settle a lawsuit that it engaged in
actions to manipulate the silver market.
This lawsuit was the major impetus for the change
to the current system of metal pricing.
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Executive Committee
Harvey Nagin – Nagin Jewelry
President
Steven Grauer – Gold Art 18 KT LLC
Chairman
Dennis Marlow – Solitaire Creations
Secretary
Robert Hadi – Premier Realty, Inc.
Treasurer
Richard Winick – Manny Winick & Son
Richard Friedman – I. Friedman & Sons
Ronnie VanderLinden – Diamex Inc.
Jeffrey Mordekai – Petra Jewelers

BOARD
OF
DIRECTORS

Board Members
S. David Belsky – S.D.Belsky Associates
Chair Audit Committee
Jay Holzer – Dyckmans
Chris Ipek – Altin Realty
Raizy Haas – Extell Development Corp.
Matt Selig – Leo Ingwer
Gary Weinshank – Delage
Yale Zoland – Zoland’s
Adnan Aydin – Futurama Jewelry Exchange
Jack Elo – The Elo Group
Moris Yero Shalmi – ABC
Alon Mor – Mor Diamonds
Jules Fleischer – Jewelry by Alexander
Sammy Abramov – AA Pearl
Michael Oistacher – Manhattan Gold & Silver
Isaac Chetrit – Yadidi Group
Sunny Yung – Central Management Corp.
Manny Grunberg – M. Grunberg Inc.
Memhet Gulay – City Property Development
Adam Abramson – Abramson Brothers
Sammy Kaufman – Sarine
Eyal Alon – Malca Amit
Eliot Kirschner – Eskay
Ilan Elishayev – SYU Properties, LLC
Vincent DeMeo – Valley National Bank
Bill de Blasio – Mayor
Scott Stringer – New York City Comptroller
Gale Brewer – Manhattan Borough President
Daniel Garodnick – Council Member
John Glaister – Resident
Reuven Kaufman – Diamond Dealers Club
Michael Toback – MJSA
Daly Reville – Community Bd. 5
STAFF
Michael Grumet – Executive Director
Natalia Cheviakova – Administrator Director
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WWW.4MUTUAL.COM
212.768.0808
10 WEST 46TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10036

MUTUAL HAS BEEN PROTECTING THE
DIAMOND DISTRICT FOR OVER 25 YEARS
Call us today for a free security assessment
and to find out how you can get great
service at affordable rates.

MUTUAL PROVIDES UL LISTED SECURITY SYSTEMS AND CENTRAL STATION
MONITORING AS WELL AS STATE OF THE ART CLOUD BASED IP VIDEO RECORDING
SYSTEMS, ACCESS CONTROL AND AUDIO/VIDEO INTERCOM SYSTEMS.

N.Y.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
ID# 12000316509

Learn Diamond Grading
From the Creators of the 4Cs.
•
•
•

Practice with real diamonds graded by GIA
Learn to grade diamonds consistently and accurately
Day, night and Saturday classes available

Upcoming Diamond Grading Lab Classes in NYC
Jan 23-27
Feb 6-10
Feb 27-Mar 3
Mar 20-24
Mar 20-Apr 4 (Night)
Apr 15-May 13 (Sat)

May 22-26
Aug 7-11
Aug 14-29 (Night)
Sep 11-15
Dec 4-8

Enroll online at GIA.edu
A branch of GIA’s
campus in Carlsbad.
Licensed by the New
York State Education
Department.

ADT160058_DDNad_November_v1.indd 1
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Gemological Institute of America, Inc.
50 W 47th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10036
T +1 800 366 8519 T +1 212 944 5900
F +1 212 719 9563
E nyadmissions@gia.edu
GIA.edu

10/11/16 1:42 PM

Will your loan be approved?
assess “global cash flow” — the entrepreneur’s current personal income as well
as projected income from the business.
If the entrepreneur is acquiring an existing company, the lender will want to
see that the last three years of business
tax returns reflect positive cash flow and
profit. Capacity is an important part of
the evaluation process for the loan. If the
bank determines that there is not sufficient capacity, the business owner might
need to consider bringing in a partner to
add cash flow to the borrowing request.

B

usiness owners looking for funding to expand can be faced with
challenges when trying to get a loan
approval from a lender. Getting that all
important “yes” from the bank requires
an understanding of how a commercial
bank examines the information submitted and how the analysis produces
a decision. Critical elements can fall into
the category of the commonly known 5
C’s of credit: Capital, Credit, Capacity,
Character, and Collateral.
Capital
This is the entrepreneur’s investment
in the lending transaction; the equity
injection. No bank will fund a business
at 100 percent of the company’s total
cash needs. Realistically, Capital is a
deal-breaker for the banks. If a business
owner does not have the capital requirement, proceeding with the loan request
is questionable. Without capital, the
business owner must determine how
to raise it. Options to consider might
be finding a business partner or cashing out an investment. However, the
business owner cannot use borrowed
money, such as a home equity line of
credit, as an equity injection for the capital investment. If the lender discovers

that the capital contribution is subject
to debt service, the loan will be denied.
Credit
Credit includes the business owner’s
personal credit score, personal credit
history and an analysis of his/her
personal credit utilization. Lenders
financing small businesses have been
utilizing the FICO Small Business
Scoring Service (SBSS) to assess the
credit risk. If the business owner cannot
meet the minimum scores (which vary
among lenders), then the owner will
need to take a step back and look to
improve his/her credit score and credit
presence. Taking advantage of the one
free credit report per year available
from each of the three credit reporting
services — TransUnion, Equifax, and
Experian, is a good start. Each report
should be checked for accuracy and
consistency and the effort should be
made to address any issues that might
create a red flag for the bank.
Capacity
This element refers to cash flow as the
ability of the business to generate income
that will pay its debts. If a new business
approaches the bank, the lender will

Character
The “character” referred to here is not
the personal character of the business
owner, but rather the business character that the bank will assess. Simply
put, what is the owner’s experience in
business in general, and in the industry
in which the new business will operate
or in which the existing business is
operating. Have the profits and losses
been managed successfully? Has the
owner worked his/her way up through
an industry and gained experience in
multiple aspects of its operations? If the
owner was previously an employee at a
company was that experience positive
for both? The business owner should
demonstrate the skills necessary to run
the business. If the lender is considering
using government programs as part of
the loan structure (such as the SBA,
Small Business Administration), the
business owner will be asked to provide
information on any current criminal
charges that he/she may be subject to,
any recent arrests on charges, any convictions or guilty pleas in his/her history,
and if they are at least a 50 percent owner
in the applicant business, whether they
are delinquent on child support.
Collateral
It is common for entrepreneurs to have
a different perspective concerning
collateral than what the bank might
continued
on page 15
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Caribbean Vacation Destinations

Fine
Jewelry
Market

Overview

Known for their duty free jewelry options, the Caribbean is a hot sector. Sint Maarten has a GDP per capita of $11,400 (2015 est.) with
market for jewelry exporters.
a GDP(PPP) of $400 million (2015 est.). The low GDP per capita of
natives does not reflect the purchasing power of tourists coming to
Sint Maarten: The economy of Sint Maarten is primarily based the island by plane through the Princess Juliana International Airport
in tourism with four fifths of the labor force working for the tourism or cruise ship.

2014 to 2015: SINT MAARTEN

(% Change in value of U.S. exports, HS Code 7113 articles of jewelry & parts, of precious metal or clad)
TOTAL

8

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF OTHER PRECIOUS METALS

8

711311—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF SILVER

0

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD WITH PRECIOUS METALS

21

Value in thousands of US Dollars

120,000,000
100,000,000
80,000,000

$103,004,246
$90,585,017

$88,553,428

YTD EXPORT VALUE OF
HS 7113: SINT MAARTEN

60,000,000

YTD(MAR) 2014
40,000,000

YTD(MAR) 2015
YTD(MAR) 2016

20,000,000
0

Value in thousands of US Dollars

50,000,000

YEAR TO40,000,000
DATE EXPORT VALUE OF HS 7113: SINT MAARTEN
Item

TOTAL

$40,903,393

30,000,000

$31,902,012

YTD [MAR] 2014 YTD [MAR] 2015 YTD [MAR] 2016

YTD EXPORT VALUE OF
103,004,246
90,585,017
HS 7113: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

88,553,428

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF;
$26,786,161 OF OTH PRECIOUS METAL

86,888,273

711311—JEWELRY
AND PARTS THEREOF; OF SILVER
20,000,000

926,591

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD W PREC METAL

738,564

10,000,000
0
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100,619,478

89,184,857

1,446,036

896,204

YTD(MAR) 2014
YTD(MAR)
2015
938,732

YTD(MAR) 2016

503,956

Caribbean Vacation Destinations

Fine
Jewelry
Market

Value in thousands of US Dollars

Dominican Republic: The Dominican Republic has a GDP
per capita of $14,770 (2015 est.) with a GDP (PPP) of $147.563
billion (2015 est.). The tourism industry, as well as the industries
of telecommunications and other services, has grown substantially
in the120,000,000
past few years. The Dominican Republic is a country with
large levels of wealth disparity, similar to Mexico, as reflected in
100,000,000

their GDP and GDP per capita.
The Dominican Republic has seen growth in the demand for
U.S. silver based jewelry, but a decrease in U.S. jewelry of base
metal clad in fine metal. The market for U.S. jewelry made of gold
and other precious metals has largely remained the same making
up around 80.6% percent of U.S. jewelry export value.

$103,004,246
$90,585,017

$88,553,428

YTD EXPORT VALUE OF
7113: SINT
MAARTEN
(% Change
in value of U.S. exports, HS Code 7113 articles of jewelry & parts,HS
of precious
metal or
clad)
60,000,000
80,000,000

2014 to 2015: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
TOTAL

YTD(MAR) 201424

40,000,000

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF OTHER PRECIOUS METALS

YTD(MAR) 20158

711311—JEWELRY
20,000,000 AND PARTS THEREOF; OF SILVER

YTD(MAR) 2016246

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD WITH PRECIOUS METALS

-58

0

Value in thousands of US Dollars

50,000,000
40,000,000

$40,903,393

30,000,000

$31,902,012
$26,786,161

YTD EXPORT VALUE OF
HS 7113: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
YTD(MAR) 2014

20,000,000

YTD(MAR) 2015
YTD(MAR) 2016

10,000,000
0

YEAR TO DATE EXPORT VALUE OF HS 7113: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Item

YTD [MAR] 2014 YTD [MAR] 2015 YTD [MAR] 2016

TOTAL

26,786,161

31,902,012

40,903,393

711319—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF OTH PRECIOUS METAL

25,584,343

25,411,725

32,975,595

711311—JEWELRY AND PARTS THEREOF; OF SILVER

860,917

6,490,287

7,858,580

711320—JEWELRY AND PARTS; BASE METAL CLAD W PREC METAL

340,901

0

69,218
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Taxes
2017

IRS Offers Tips on Validating Your
Identity on Your Tax Return
You should always keep a copy of your tax return. It is even more important for 2017, as the Internal Revenue Service moves to strengthen
its e-signature validation process.

Y

ou must use your 2015 adjusted gross income or your
2015 self-select PIN to validate
your identity on your federal electronic tax return this tax season.
The electronic filing PIN is no
longer available as an option.
As part of the IRS efforts to
protect taxpayers, the e-signature
validation change mostly affects
those taxpayers who have used tax
software in the past but are changing software brands in 2017. If that’s
you, learn more about how to verify
your identity and electronically
sign your tax return at Validating
Your Electronically Filed Tax
Return at the following web address: www.irs.gov/individuals/
electronic-filing-pin-request.
Here are a few important steps:
1. Find a copy of your 2015 tax
return; the original return
filed with the IRS.
2. Create a five-digit Self-Select
PIN to serve as your electronic signature. It can be any five
numbers except all zeros.
3. If married filing jointly, each
taxpayer must create a self-select PIN.
4. Provide your date of birth
when prompted

5. Provide either your 2015 adjusted gross income or your
2015 self-select PIN as the
“shared secret” between you
and the IRS. Either number,
along with your date of birth,
will serve to help validate
your identity and verify your
e-signature.
6. On your 2015 tax return, your
adjusted gross income (AGI)
is on line 37 of the Form 1040;
line 21 on the Form 1040-A or
line 4 on the Form 1040-EZ.
This change will not affect most
taxpayers. For example, if you are a
returning customer, your software
generally will automatically populate your date of birth and “shared
secret” information. Those of you
who switched software products
generally must enter the “shared
secret” information yourself.
If you don’t have a copy of your
2015 tax return, you may be able
to get a copy from your prior-year
software provider. If your software
account is still active, you may be
able to view your 2015 federal return to find your AGI. Or, you may
ask your prior-year tax preparer
for a copy if you had your return
prepared professionally. If those
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are not options, you may use a Get
Transcript self-help tool on IRS.
gov to get a Tax Return Transcript
showing your AGI.
Use Get Transcript Online (www.irs.gov/individuals/
get-transcript) to immediately
view your AGI. You must pass the
Secure Access identity verification
process. Select the “Tax Return
Transcript” and use only the “Adjusted Gross Income” line entry.
Use Get Transcript by Mail or
call 800-908-9946 if you cannot
pass Secure Access and need to
request a Tax Return Transcript.
Please allow five to 10 days for
delivery. Use only the “Adjusted
Gross Income” line entry.
The IRS, state tax agencies
and the tax industry joined together as the Security Summit to enact
a series of initiatives to help protect you from tax-related identity
theft. You can help by taking these
basic steps.
To learn additional ways you
can take to protect your personal
and financial data, visit Taxes.
Security. Together (www.irs.gov/
individuals/taxes-security-together). Also read Publication
4524, Security Awareness for
Taxpayers.

continued
from page 1

Valentine’s Day Around the World

starts on February 14th. Women send
their boyfriends candies, chocolates and
flowers. The gift giving continues through
March and April. In March men respond
with chocolates and flowers and a more
significant gift is expected during this
holiday known as White Day.
Valentine’s Day is a popular holiday
for young couples in South Korea, and
variations of the holiday are celebrated
monthly from February through April. The
gift-giving starts on February 14th, when
it’s up to women to woo their men with
chocolates, candies and flowers. The tables
turn on March 14th, a holiday known as
White Day, when men not only shower their
sweethearts with chocolates and flowers,
but up the ante with a gift.
France
It’s been reported that the first Valentine’s
Day card originated in France in 1415.
Charles, the Duke of Orleans, sent love
letters to his wife while imprisoned in the
Tower of London. Valentine’s Day cards
remain a popular tradition in France and
around the world.
Wales
In Wales Valentine’s Day is not celebrated.
Instead the Welsh celebrate on January 25th
Saint Dwynen. The traditional gift given by

a Welshman to his love is an intricately hand
carved spoon. This tradition goes as far back
as the 17th century. The tradition of spoon
giving continues to this day in Wales and
now they are also exchanged to commerate
weddings, births and anniversaries.
Today, love spoons are also exchanged
for celebrations such as weddings, anniversaries and births.
China
China has its own holiday equivalent to
Valentine’s Day — it is Qixi, or the Seventh
Night Festival, which falls on the seventh
day of the seventh lunar month of each
year. Chinese lore says that, Zhinu, a
heavenly king’s daughter, and Niulang, a
poor cowherd, fell in love, married and
begat twin children. When Zhinu’s father
heard of their bethroval, he sent his wife
to fetch Zhinu back to their heavenly
abode. Hearing the cries of Niulang and
the children, the king allowed Zhinu and
Niulang to meet once a year on Qixi.
Today in China during Qixi, young
women prepare offerings of melon and
other fruits to Zhinu in hopes of finding
a good mate. Couples also go to temples
to pray for happiness and prosperity. At
night, people look to the heavens to watch
as stars Vega and Altair (Zhinu and Niulang,
respectively) come close during the star-

If you answered “yes” to any of these
questions, then SBA wants you to apply
for its 2017, Manhattan/Yonkers Emerging Leaders Program. (Learn more by visiting the SBA Emerging Leaders website).
Applicants must meet the following
criteria:
•

Is your business ready to grow?
Would you benefit from building a
three-year strategic business plan?
Does networking with other business
owners in a supportive environment
sound like it would be good for your
company? Could you benefit from a
free, six-month mini-MBA course? Will
you be able to attend classes in Manhattan or Yonkers?

•
•
•

Between $400,000 and $10 million in annual sales
At least 3 years in business
Employ at least one person in
addition to the owner
Participation in the program open
to key decision makers in the
company, such as CEOs, COOs,
CFOs, Owners and Presidents

The course runs from mid-April to October. There will be two cohorts made-up

crossed pair’s annual reunion.
Italy
In Italy Valentine’s Day was originally
celebrated as part of the Spring Festival.
Youths congregated outside in gardens
enjoyed poetry readings and music before
taking a chaste stroll with their beloved.
Italians also celebrated another Valentine’s
Day tradition - young, unmarried girls
were supposed to wake up before dawn
to spot their future husbands. The myth
was that the first man a woman sighted
on Valentine’s Day was the man she would
marry within a year.
In contemporary Italy, Italians celebrate
Valentine’s Day with a gift exchange. The
most popular Valentine’s Day gifts in
Italy is Baci Perugina, which are small,
chocolate-covered hazelnuts which are
wrapped with a romantic quote printed
in four languages.
South Africa
South Africa celebrates Valentine’s Day
with celebrations, and exchanges of flowers and other tokens of love. On February
14th women pin the names of their love
interest on their shirtsleeves, (an ancient
Roman tradition known as Lupercalia)
this is often how South African men learn
of their secret admirers.

of 17 participants: one cohort in Manhattan, the other in Yonkers. The program is sponsored by the SBA and is
provided at no cost to participants. It
requires 100 total hours, including 40
hours of classroom training (one weekday evening, every two weeks), seven
(7) CEO mentoring meetings and requisite coursework.
Follow this link to apply by Feb. 24th:
https://www.interise.org/SBAEmergingLeaders?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
All applications will be reviewed and
you will be notified of your status.
Questions? Please email Man-li Lin
at Man-li.lin@sba.gov or call Bailey
Wolff: (212) 264.1489.
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THE Frick Collection

Pierre Gouthière –
Virtuoso Gilder at the
French Court

Gold is the life blood of the Diamond District. It is an intrinsic part of
the jewelry sold here. It appears in the form of necklaces, chains, rings,
bracelets, charms, pendants and pins. It is used to make watch cases
and bands. No other element is as prevalent or in as many objects that
can be purchased here. Gold is recycled, sold as scrap and smelted in
innumerable business in the district. One version of gold rarely, if ever,
seen in the Diamond District is gilding – the process whereby gold is
applied over another surface.

Left: Two pot-pourri vases, Gilt
bronze by Pierre Gouthière, ca.
1770−75, Chinese hard-paste
porcelain, eighteenth century,
Each, 11 × 12 5/8 × 7 1/2 inches,
Musée du Louvre, Paris; photo:
RMN-Grand Palais / Art
Resource, NY

Above: Vase, Gilt bronze by Pierre Gouthière,
green Greek porphyry possibly carved by
Augustin Bocciardi or Pierre-Jean-Baptiste
Delaplanche, After a design by François-Joseph Bélanger, ca. 1775−80, 15 × 15 × 11 3/4
inches, Musée du Louvre, Paris; photo: RMNGrand Palais/Art Resource, NY

1782, Pencil, ink and watercolor on paper,
7 7/8 × 5 1/8 inches, Bibliothèque nationale de
France, Paris

Above right: Vase (detail), Gilt bronze by
Pierre Gouthière, green Greek porphyry possibly carved by Augustin Bocciardi or PierreJean-Baptiste Delaplanche, After a design
Above left: Pierre-Adrien Pâris, Preparato- by François-Joseph Bélanger, ca. 1775−80,
ry drawing for the engraving, representing a 15 × 15 × 11 3/4 inches, Musée du Louvre, Paris;
vase from the Duke of Aumont’s collections, photo: RMN-Grand Palais/Art Resource, NY
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Above: One of a pair of vases,
Gilt bronze by Pierre Gouthière
after a design by François-Joseph
Bélanger, 1782, Eighteenth-century Chinese celadon hard-paste
porcelain, porphyry, Each, 23 × 15 ×
11 inches, Musée du Louvre, Paris;
photo: Joseph Godla

Above: Pot-pourri vase (detail),
Gilt bronze by Pierre Gouthière,
ca. 1770−75, Chinese hardpaste porcelain, eighteenth
century, Each, 11 × 12 5/8 × 7 1/2
inches, Musée du Louvre, Paris;
photo: RMN-Grand Palais / Art
Resource, NY

Above left: One of a pair of vases (detail), Gilt bronze by Pierre Gouthière
after a design by François-Joseph
Bélanger, 1782, Eighteenth-century Chinese celadon hard-paste
porcelain, porphyry, Each, 23 × 15 ×
11 7/8 inches, Musée du Louvre, Paris;
photo: Joseph Godla

The Frick Collection has a magnificent exhibit on display of
the gilders art until February 19th. For all of you who trade in gold
merchandise it will be a way to learn about the endless possibilities
of the noblest metal. Go and enjoy the exhibition!
The Frick Collection
Address: 1 E 70th St, New York, NY 10021
Phone: (212) 288-0700

Hours:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Closed
10AM–6PM
10AM–6PM
10AM–6PM
10AM–6PM
10AM–6PM
11AM–5PM
Left: Side table, Bleu turquin
marble supplied and carved by
Jacques Adan, Gilt bronze by
Pierre Gouthière, after a design
by François-Joseph Bélanger and
Jean-François-Thérèse Chalgrin,
1781, 37 1/2 × 81 1/8 × 27 inches, The
Frick Collection, New York, photo:
Michael Bodycomb
Below: Side table (detail), Bleu turquin marble supplied and carved
by Jacques Adan, Gilt bronze by
Pierre Gouthière, after a design
by François-Joseph Bélanger and
Jean-François-Thérèse Chalgrin,
1781, 37 1/2 × 81 1/8 × 27 inches, The
Frick Collection, New York, photo:
Michael Bodycomb

Left: Pair of firedogs, Pierre Gouthière, 1777,
Gilt bronze and blued steel, 12 3/4 × 8 7/8 ×
4 3/8 inches, Musée du Louvre, Paris; photo:
RMN-Grand Palais/Art Resource, NY
Above: Firedog (detail), Pierre Gouthière,
1777, Gilt bronze and blued steel, 12 3/4 × 8 7/8 ×
4 3/8 inches, Musée du Louvre, Paris; photo:
RMN-Grand Palais/Art Resource, NY
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Salaried Executive and Administrative Worker Overtime Chart
NY State Increase in Salary Threshold Levels as of December 28, 2016
NY Region NYS Overtime NYS Overtime NYS Overtime NYS Overtime NYS Overtime NYS Overtime NYS Overtime
Threshold
(Effective
12/31/15)

Threshold
(Effective
12/31/16)

Threshold
(Effective
12/31/17)

Threshold
(Effective
12/31/18)

Threshold
(Effective
12/31/19)

Threshold
(Effective
12/31/20)

Threshold
(Effective
12/31/21)

$675/week
($35,100
annually)

$825/week
($42,900
annually)

$975/week
($50,700
annually)

$1,125/
week
($58,500
annually)

$1,125/
week
($58,500
annually)

$1,125/
week
($58,500
annually)

$1,125/
week
($58,500
annually)

NYC Small
$675/week
Employer
($35,100
(10 or fewer annually)
employees)

$787.50/
week
($40,950
annually)

$900/week
($46,800
annually)

$1,012.50/
week
($52,650
annually)

$1,125/
week
($58,500
annually)

$1,125/
week
($58,500
annually)

$1,125/
week
($58,500
annually)

Nassau,
Suffolk and
Westchester
counties

$675/week
($35,100
annually)

$750/week
($39,000
annually)

$825/week
($42,900
annually)

$900/week
($46,800
annually)

$975/week
($50,700
annually)

$1,050/
week
($54,600
annually)

$1,125/
week
($58,500
annually)

Remainder
of NY State

$675/week
($35,100
annually)

$727.50/
week
($37,830
annually)

$780/week
($40,560
annually)

$832/week
($43,264
annually)

$885/week
($46,020
annually)

$937.50/
week
($48,750
annually)

$937.50/
wk ($48,750
annually)

NYC Large
Employer
(11 or more
employees)

SAFE
THE NEW CHOICE IN

UL LISTED INTRUSION ALARMS
IP VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
DECOY GPS TRACKING
FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS
MASTER LOCKSMITHS

An extensive arsenal of equipment and our
family’s heritage spanning 90 years helps ADR
Security create the finest security solutions for
the most demanding clientele.
For a no-obligation consultation, call or visit
us today.
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RoanokeTrade.com/ATA-Carnet

continued
from page 7

Will your loan be approved?

have. Lenders will normally look to have loans fully secured,
but having inadequate collateral will not be the single reason
for a decline. If the borrower satisfies the other standards
for capital, credit, capacity and character, it is possible the
lender will work with the borrower to create the terms of the
loan. A major asset such as a home may be considered by
the lender to support the borrowing request with the bank
taking a lien against the home as security for the business
loan. It is also possible that even without owning a home
but meeting the other elements that the bank would lend
on an unsecured basis; but this is the exception not the rule.
Additionally, it can become unpleasant for the entrepreneur
who has a more solid financial base than the partner without
assets to be asked to take on more risk than his/her partner
in the business. In particular this situation can put business
partners into conflict with one another if the home-owning
partner is required to assume this risk to proceed with the
loan application and his/her home is at stake.
Every bank or lender is guided by the internal Credit
Policy of that institution. These policies vary lender by
lender. Additionally, the regulations for government guar-

anteed programs, such as those available through the US
Small Business Administration, may be interpreted slightly
differently by some lenders. Business owners that might
not receive a positive response to their request should try
speaking with another lender if they have a strong business
case. Taking advantage of free counseling from either the
network of SCORE offices or the Small Business Development Centers throughout the U.S. offers excellent resources
for business owners prior to approaching a lender with
the credit request. Speaking with the counselors available
at these organizations can save an entrepreneur time and
frustration.
One final thought, entrepreneurs should not view the
elements of the 5 C’s as barriers to increasing their business
activities, but rather as the framework to bankability for the
company resulting in that “yes” from the lender.
Toni Corsini is the Senior International Trade Specialist
and Regional Manager covering New York State and New
Jersey for the SBA Office of International Trade. She can be
reached at (212)809-2645.
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Resources for NY Exporters
Join the Department of Commerce’s U.S. Commercial
Service and partners for a FREE webinar series on
resources for New York exporters! Register for one,
two, or all three of our complimentary webinars below,
designed to help your small business succeed in the
global marketplace.

•
•
•

Searching multiple databases
Understanding foreign trade regulations
Taking advantage of free resources available at
the Science Industry and Business Library at the
New York Public Library

Learn about the many market research programs
Science Industry and Business Library Resources available and how to access these in the New York area
Hear from New York Public Library’s Science Industry from New York based government experts.
and Business Library (SIBL) about available exporter Register now for this complimentary webinar on
SIBL resources at the following weblink: https://
resources including:
emenuapps.ita.doc.gov/ePublic/event/editWebReg.do?SmartCode=7Q7U
• Conducting market research
• Identifying domestic suppliers and internation- The first webinar begins on February 16 at 12:00
pm ET.
al buyers

DOWNLOAD OUR PRECIOUS
METAL PRICES APP
• Pay-Outs Of Up To 99%*
• Same Day Settlements & Wire Transfers
• One-stop shop for your precious metal needs

*Pay-outs of up to 98.5% when hand testing and up to 99% on melts.

ON-SITE IN THE DIAMOND
DISTRICT. COME WATCH!
Reputable Metal Refiner Since 1985
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One of the only precious metal reﬁners
in NYC with our own branded bars!
45 W 47th Street, New York, NY 10036
Call 212-398-1454 for a quote.

www.mgsreﬁning.com

Taxes
2017

Don’t Overlook Business Tax
Credits & Deductions in PATH Act
If you overlooked the PATH Act when it was signed into law in December 2015, you should take a look now for the benefit of your business.
The law includes tax breaks that, if your business qualifies, could help
when it comes to purchasing equipment, hiring employees and more.
Here are a few of the business tax
credits or deductions you’ll find in
the Protecting Americans from
Tax Hikes (PATH) Act.

to 2017. Bonus depreciation for
five years will be phased-down
through 2019 per the following
schedule:

Equipment and Other
Qualifying Property

•
•
•

Section 179 Expensing. The
provision permanently extends
the small business expensing
limitation and phase-out amounts
($500,000 and $2 million, respectively). The deduction limit starts
to phase out when qualified property placed in service during the
year is more than $2 million. Both
limits have been made permanent
and will be adjusted for inflation
starting in 2016 ($2,010,000 is the
phase out amount for TY2016).
Bonus Depreciation. The 50%
bonus depreciation, which allows
taxpayers to claim an additional
first-year depreciation deduction,
will apply to qualified business
assets placed in service in 2015

50% for 2015-2017
40% in 2018
30% in 2019

Hiring Employees
Work Opportunity Tax Credit.
The PATH Act extended and
expanded the credit, which serves
as a tax incentive for employers to
hire certain categories of workers. The act made the following
changes:
•
•

Extended the Work Opportunity Tax Credit through 2019.
Added a 40 percent credit up
to the first $6,000 in wages.
This has been added for
employers who hire qualified
long-term unemployed individuals who have been out of
work for 27 weeks or more.

Employer Wage Credit. This
provision provides a 20-percent
employer wage credit for employees called to active duty. It was
made permanent and expanded.
Beginning in 2016, the credit
applies to employers of any size,
instead of those with 50 or fewer
employees, as under current law.
Research and Development
Research and Development Tax
Credit. The law permanently
extended the credit, and, starting
in 2016, eligible small business
with $50 million or less in gross
receipts can claim the credit
against alternative minimum tax
(AMT) liability.
This is just a sampling of the
credits and deductions that are
part of the PATH Act, so be sure
to review the law with your tax
preparer to see what else it may
provide in terms of tax relief for
your business.
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Chow Tai Fook – World’s Largest Jeweler
Comes to America
D

iamond District Monthly has
reported in past issues about
Chow Tai Fook, the world’s largest
retail jeweler who built their company by opening store after store in
China’s secondary cities.
Now they have opened their first
retail outlet in New York City.
They did not choose to locate in
the obvious choice of Manhattan’s
Chinatown, or the Sunnyside section of Queens where there are
large Chinese American populations
instead they chose to open their first
store located outside of Asia as a

store within a store in the Macy’s in
Flushing, Queens.

Their store within Macy’s is approximately 500 square feet in size and has
a selection of 24-karat gold jewelry,

gold products and platinum jewelry.
Chow Tai Fook is a company listed
on the Hong Kong stock exchange.
Their website lists over 2,300
retail locations across; mainland
China, Hong Kong, Macau and
Taiwan.
The Macy’s store is located at
136-50 Roosevelt Avenue. For
Diamond District merchants eager
to service the burgeoning tide of
Chinese tourists who visit NYC
(see below) a short ride to Queens
to see the merchandise offered
might make good business sense.

Chinese Tourists Set to Overtake Visitors from
Britain as the Largest Group of Foreign Travelers
to Visit New York City

A

ccording to figures recently released by NYC & Co.
(the City’s official tourist development agency) Chinese tourists have been visiting New York City in rapidly
rising numbers for the past decade. They are soon set to
pass the British as the largest group of foreign tourists to
visit New York City. Chinese tourists currently make up
almost one million visitors to our city of the 2016 60.3
million visitors.
Fred Dixon, NYC & Company’s President and Chief
Executive Officer, said the number of Chinese visitors
this past year to New York City surpassed both the Brazilian and Canadian visitors. It is estimated that by 2022
Chinese visitors will surpass British visitors to become
the largest group to visit New York City.
Diamond District merchants might want to plan for
this surge in Chinese visitors by considering stocking
merchandise known to appeal to Chinese nationals, em-
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Chinese tourists taking photos in Manhattan’s financial district

ploying Mandarin speaking staff and by accepting China
Unum Pay (China’s largest credit card) which is part of
the Discover Network.

&

the DIAMOND DISTRICT

CONSTRUCTION RENOVATION
SPECIALISTS

Lobby Renovation: 580 Fifth Avenue

The face of the Diamond District
is changing – new construction, new owners
and new demands. Your property needs to stand out to
command the best rates for your space. Alpha Omega
has successfully completed multiple renovations at The
World Diamond Tower, maintaining both tenant and
visitor satisfaction.

The World Diamond Tower

n

Fully Insured Self-Performing Contractor

n

Permits pulled | 24-hour availability

n

Experts in Concrete & Masonry

n

Tenant, Retail and Office Work

n

Lobby Restoration & Renovation

n

Local 11 Work

n

Sidewalk Repair & Replacement

n

Distinctive Sidewalks

n

Vault Repair & Replacement

What our customers say...
Since taking over the design build of our Brink’s Global Services Window at 580 5th Avenue, Alpha
Omega has demonstrated excellent work, on-time performance and willingness to go the extra yard to satisfy
the customer’s needs. I have worked with many General Contractors in the past but no one meets their work
standards & ethics… I would highly recommend Alpha Omega – whatever the size of the job.
John Muhlenforth
Manager, Administrative Services
Brink’s Global Services

ALPHA OMEGA BUILDING CORP
The World Diamond Tower
580 Fifth Avenue | Suite 220
New York, NY 10036
1.888.ALPHA.16 | 212.624.5858
www.alphaomegabuilding.com

Building Satisfaction.

